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Sociology 101: Don’t miss 
the forest for the trees
Tradition, authority, 
hegemony restrict
Emotive, integrated, and 






Environmental Influence of Neoliberalism
West enters era of austerity in 80s-90s
Nonprofits cheap solutions
And quell radical protest
Nonprofits rational solutions






◦ Magazines and newsletters




◦ Professionalized groups and radical factions
◦ Mid 2000s - 2013
Trends in Animal Rights Nonprofitization
Shift towards professionalization beginning in the mid 
1980s
Claimsmaking and tactics moderate
Increased wealth
Increased reliance on fundraising




Animal rights as a professionalized, hegemonic collective
Weilds immense power over the social movement space
Strongly shaped by financial interests
Making Big Animal Rights: Isomorphism
Similar structures
Teamwork
Very rarely speak ill of one another
One hegemonic voice
Control over aspiring grassroots groups
• Supplies
• Street teams & leadership workshops
• Grants
Making Big Animal Rights: Erasure
Factionalism is largely ignored in professionalized 
claimsmaking
In 1996 . . . 
• 2nd “March for Animals” in D.C.; only 3,000 attendees
• Rain without Thunder published
•Direct action faction routinely reporting disgruntlement
•FARM reports that the movement: “[ . . . ] enjoys 
uncommon ideological unanimity”
Making Big Animal Rights: Diminishment
“Diversity” & need for “unity”
“False dichotomy”
Making Big Animal Rights: Disparagement
More rarely, dissent addressed as a problem
Vegan Outreach capitalizes in order to appear 
“practical” & less threatening
Also framed as wasteful & negative
Making Big Animal Rights: Symbol Mining 
Power of prof. orgs allows them to 
mine images, concepts, & ideas as they 
gain resonance
Then manipulate them to protect 
hegemony
• Identifying as “abolitionist” or “grassroots”








Abolition Euthanasia Rationality Sexism Veganism Violence Humane

Making Big Animal Rights: Exclusion
FARM hosts the annual Animal Rights Conference in the U.S.
Radical factions barred 
Direct action advocates in the U.K. also reporting exclusion 
Radicals are silenced & cut off from resources
FARM newsletter (1997)
Movement-wide 
events are spaces 
where power is 







Thought to impact success . . . 
Negatively
• Drains energy & resources
• Reduces resonance (Frey, Dietz & Kalof 1992)
• Reduces credibility with public (Snow 1993)
 . . . And Positively
• Maintains goal integrity 
• Tactical innovation
• Increases resonance (Cress & Snow 2000)
• Increases support for moderate groups (Haines 1984)
Conclusions
Prof. orgs put economic & political capital towards the formation of 
symbolic capital
Prof. orgs control the social movement field: the “common sense” 
of activism is created here
This capital is wielded to maintain and increase power in the social 
change space
Aggravates factionalism, but also neutralizes resonance of radicals
Conclusions
Big Animal Rights correlated with greater power and 
presence
But also compromise and state collaboration
Hegemony of Big Animal Rights can be checked by radicals
Factionalism as a healthy mechanism, rather than 
hindrance
